10:00-12:00  - Beginners Course

Commonly used techniques needed to quickly get from FCS files to professional looking tables and figures in FlowJo. Examples of applications such as Cell Cycle

12:00-13:00  - Lunch Break (lunch not provided)

13:00-14:00  - Advanced Analysis Techniques

Use your experimental design and controls in FlowJo’s table and layout editors to generate interesting and complex reports. Annotate data efficiently and take advantage of special analysis platforms.

14:00-15:00  - FlowJo Enterprise

Learn how to use FlowJo Enterprise to facilitate sophisticated high throughput flow cytometry data analysis and to use FlowJo to analyze large data sets remotely from the familiar FlowJo interface.

15:00 - 15:15  - Break

15:15 -16:00  - FlowJo Q&A, Bring your own data

All welcome but please contact Rachael Walker if you would like to attend